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Taylor's Cubics associated with a Triangle in
Non-Euclidean Geometry.

By Dr D. M. Y. SOMMEBVILLB.

(Bead and Received 13th November 1914).

§ 1. The famous theoFem of the pedal line of a triangle in
ordinary geometry can be stated as follows :—" Given a triangle
ABC and a point P such that the feet of the perpendiculars
X, Y, Z, dropped from P on the sides of the triangle, are
collinear, then the locus of P is the circumcircle." In non-
euclidean geometry this locus is not a circle or even a curve of the
second degree, but a cubic ; and in both cases the envelope of the
line XYZ is a curve of the third class. The explanation of the
inconsistency in ordinary geometry is that the complete locus
consists of the circumcircle together with the straight line at
infinity.*

§2. Mr F. G. Taylor has investigated for ordinary geometry
a similar locus arising from the condition that the lines AX, BY, CZ
should be concurrent. He has found that the locus of P is a cubic
curve circumscribing the triangle and passing also through the
orthocentre, the in-centres and other remarkable points; and
further, that if p is the point of concurrence of AX, BY, CZ, the
locus of p is also a cubic. These form two associated cubics
connected with the triangle. I t is proposed in this paper to
investigate the two loci in non-euclidean geometry. The investiga-
tion will be found to throw further light on the euclidean case,
showing incidently that certain points which function with
different rdles become separated out into distinct points in non-
euclidean geometry.

* See the author's paper, " The pedal line of the triangle in non-euclidean
geometry." Proc. Intern. Cong. Math. 5 (Cambridge, 1912), ii., 93-101.
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§3. In order to make the investigation quite general, taking
the given triangle as triangle of reference, we shall suppose the
equation of the absolute to be

ax' + by"- + cz* + 2/yz + 2gzx + Ihxy = 0,

and we shall use the capital letters, A, B, C, F, G, H, with their
usual meanings, so that

A=bc-f\
B = ca-g\

F=gh-af,
G = hf-bg,
H=fg-ch.

Denote the vertices of the triangle by a., /2, y, and those of the
absolute polar triangle by a.*, /?*, y*, so that the latter points are
the poles of the sides of the triangle <*• /? y with respect to the
absolute, and their coordinates are

o.* = {A,H, G)

The triangles a.f$y and <x*/J*y* are in perspective, the centre of
perspective being their common orthocentre

and the axis of perspective the orthaxis

x y z

f 9 h

§ 4. Let P = (as,, yx, «,) be any point in the plane of the triangle.
The equation of the perpendicular from P on /3y, i.e. the line Pa.*,
is

and this cuts /3y in

Similarly

x y z
A H G
x1 yl z,

0,

X = (0, Hx.-Ay,, Gxx-Az,).
Y = {HVl - Bx» 0, Fyx - Bzx),
Zs€hl-CxuFzl-Cyv 0).
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We shall find it convenient to use the following abbreviations:

Gz-Cx = l = (Py*), Hx-Ay = m = (ya*), Fy-Bz = n = (a./3*),

Hy-Bx = l' = (y/1*), Fz-Cysm' = (a.?*), Gx - Az = n' = (/3a*),

thus expressing that I is the line Py*, etc.

If a.X, f$Y, yZ are concurrent in (a;, y, a), we have

y _ Hxx - Ay! _ m z _ Fy, - Bz^ _ n x _Gz1- Cxx _ I
z ~ Gxj - Azt ~ n'' ~x~ Hyi - Bx^ ~ f ' y ~ Fzx- Cy, ~ nx' "''' '

Hence, eliminating x, y, z and dropping the suffixes, we find the
equation of the locus of P.

lmn = l'm' n'
or
(Hx - Ay) (Fy - Bz) (Gz - Cx) = (Gx - Az) (Hy - Bx) (Fz - Cy)... (2)

which represents a cubic curve passing through the nine points of
intersection of the three lines /3y*, ya.*, 046* with the three lines

*, a.y*, /3a.*, i.e. through the points

It is also easily seen by elementary geometry that the locus passes
through the orthocentre 0, the four circumcentres C, Cu Ca C3,
and the four in-centres /, /„ 72, /,.

§ 5. The coordinates of A', B", C" are

A' = (GH, BG, GH), B' = (AF, HF, CH), C's(AF, BG, FG)

and uJL', PB\ yC are concurrent in

Ss(AF,BG, CH),

which also lies on the curve. S is the isogonal conjugate of 0
(see §7).

It will be noticed that A', B1, C are the meeting points of lines
drawn through pairs of vertices of the triangle perpendicular to
the intervening side, and in ordinary geometry S would be the
circumcentre. I t can also be proved that each side of the triangle
A' B' C is perpendicular to the corresponding altitude of the
triangle a-Py.
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Also a*A', fi*B', y*C, the perpendiculars from A', £', C" on the
sides of the triangle, are concurrent in the point

O' = (GH+AF, HF+BG, FG + CH),

which also lies on the curve; and 0, S, 0' are collinear.
In the euclidean case S is the mid-point of 00', but this is not

true in non-euclidean geometry. We shall still, however, call pairs
of points in which lines through S cut the cubic opposite points.

§ 6. The equation of the cubic may be written in the form

x2 A (GII + AF)x
y- B (HF+BG)y
z- C (FG + CH) z

= 0

whence we see that if (x, y, z) lies on the curve so does

( — , —, — ) , and these pairs of points are collinear with 0'.
\x y z j
What is the relation between such pairs of points %

Sj 7. Isogonal and Isotomic Conjugates.

If P is any point, and lines a-X\ flY', yZ' are drawn such that
_ A"a.y = /?«./>, Y'/3u. = yPP, Z'yjl = a.yP, the three lines o l ' , f}Y',
yZ' are concurrent in a point F, the isogonal conjugate of P.

To find the isogonal conjugate of the point P = (a:j, yv zt): The
equation of a.P is J/Z, = zyv Let Q = (a™, y2) z.,) be the isogonal
conjugate of P. The equation of o-Q is yz2 - zy2 = 0. Equating the
cosines of the angles fia.P and Qa.y we have

Cy, - Fzx Bzz-Fy,

JC jBz* + Cyi!-2Fy,zl JB JBz* + Cy.? - 2

which leads to *

whence
A B C

x,: y f : « , _ _ : — : — .
x\ V\ 2i

* An alternative equation resulting from this equation is
cy\Vi + Bzfc = 2 F^y^.

This corresponds to the condition that L yaQ = flaP.
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Hence the points (a;, y, z) and (—, —, — J are isogonal conjugates.
\ x y z J

Again, if a.P, (SP, yP cut the opposite sides of the triangle in
X, Y, Z, and X'y = (3X, Y'a. = yY, Z'$ = aJZ, the three lines
a.X', fiY, yZ' are concurrent in a point Q, which is called the
isotomic conjugate of P. As before, let the coordinates of P be
(xlt ylt z,) and of Q (a;2, yv 22). Then the coordinates of X are
(0, yv 2,) and of X" (0, y2, «2). Equating the cosines of fiX and
X'y we have

hi + A = cz, +/y2

J~b Jby? + czi* + 2fy1zi Jc

which leads to

whence
1 1 1

x2: y.,: s2 = : -— : .
aXi 6y, cz,

Hence the points (x, y, z) and (—, - - , —) are isotomic con-
\ax by cz J

jugates.
In a similar way, if XYZ is any line cutting the sides of the

triangle in X, Y, Z, and X', Y', Z' are points on the sides of the
triangle such that L. X'a.ji = ya.X, Y'fiy = a.jiY, Z'ya. = (3yZ, then
X', 1", Z' are collinear, and the lines X YZ and X'Y Z1 are
isogonal conjugate lines. If (£, rj, () are the line-coordinates
of XYZ, the line-coordinates of the isogonal conjugate are

h' F ' ^?)" A1S0> if X/3 = yX' Y'y = a-Y> Z'°- = PZ> then the
line X' Y' Z is the isotomic conjugate of X Y Z, and if (£, i;, f) are

the line-coordinates of XYZ, the line-coordinates of the isotomic
(a b c\

conjugate are ( - r , — , —)

§ 8. Hence we have the result: Every line through the point 0'
cuts the P-cubic in pairs of points which are isogonal conjugates.

There are four isogonal self-conjugate points, for putting
A B C

x: y: z = — : — : — we find x :y : z = ± JA : ± JB : ±

7 Vol. 33
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These four points are the in-centres; and since they lie on the
locus we have the result that /, /„ 72, I3 are the points of contact
of tangents from 0'. We deduce further, since four real tangents
can be drawn from a point on the curve to the curve, that the
cubic is not unicursal but bipartite, and 0' lies on the " serpentine "
branch. The four points / are said to form a tetrad on the /"-cubic,
and 0' is their common tangential.

§ 9. The p-cubic.

Returning to equations (1) of § 4, by eliminating xlt ylt zt we
get the equation

Gy - Hz Az - Ay
-Bz Hz- Fx Bx

Cy -Cx Fx- Gy

= 0, (3)

which represents the locus of the point p. This is a cubic curve
passing through a., /3, y, but not through a.*, /?*, y*.

The equation may also be written in the form
ax1 Fx 1
by2 Gy 1
cz2 Hz 1

= 0, (3')

from which we see that if (a;, y, z) lies on the j»-cubic so does the

point ( —, — , — ), i.e. the isotomic conjugate of (x, y, z), and
\ax by cz /

these points are collinear with the point

which also lies on the p-cubic. Ot is the isotomic conjugate of the
orthocentre. I t follows that the p-cubic also passes through 0.
We have then the theorem: Every line through 0^ cuts the p-cubic
in a pair of isotomic conjugates.

§ 10. Every line through 0' cuts the two cubics in pairs of cor-
responding points.

For if 0', (x, y, z), and (*„ yu Zj) are collinear
GH + AF x xx

HF+BG y y,
FG + CH z a.

= 0.
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Now, (a;,, i/j, z,) being any point on the P-cubic, if (a;, y, z) is the
corresponding point on the p-cubic, we have from equation (1)

x : y : z — IV : I'm : In.

Substituting in the determinant and expanding we have

IV (Gn - Hm) + I'm' (HI - Fri) + In (Fm - GV) = F(Imn - Vm'ri) = 0,

which proves the theorem.

§ 11. On the two cubics there are four self.-corresponding points,
viz., putting xu y,, zt = x, y, z in equations (1) we have

Gxy = Hzx, Hyz = Fxy, Fzx = Gyz,

which are satisfied only by (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and
Fx=Gy = Hz.

Hence * the four self-corresponding points are a., /3, y, and the
orthocentre 0.

§ 12. The points on the p-cubic which correspond to the circum-
centres on the P-cubic are the four centroids, G, <?,, Git G3. These
are also the four isotomic self-conjugate points, and their co-

1 1 1
ordinates are therefore! +—r- , ±—— , +—r-). Hence, by the

\ Ja Jo Jc/
theorem of § 9, G, G^ G2, G3 are the points of contact of tangents
from Oj to the p-cubic. Hence the p-cubic is also bipartite and
Oj lies on the "serpentine" branch. The four points G form a
tetrad on the p-cubic and 0t is their common tangential.

§13. If L,M,N, i l t Jf,, ilTj, etc., are the points of contact of
the inscribed circles with the sides of the triangle, then AL, BM, CN
are concurrent in a point i, ALU BMV CNX in i,, and so on, and
the points i, iv i,, i3 are the points on the p-cubic which correspond
to the points /, lv /2, I3 on the P cubic. They are obviously the
points of contact of tangents from 0' to the p-cubic. From
equations (1) we find the coordinates of the points i to be

1 1 1

F- JBU' G- JCl' H-

* The point 0' lies on both cubics, but is not a self-corresponding point.
The p-oorrespondent of 0' is Ov and the /"-correspondent of 0' is T, the
tangential of 0' (see § 16).
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while those of i,, i2, is are obtained by changing the sign of
JA, JB, JC in succession. Further, the lines ALX, BMit CNS

are concurrent in a point n, which in ordinary geometry is called
the Nagel point of the triangle, and whose coordinates are

1 1 1

F+ JW ' G + JcJ ' H+ JJE '
It may be verified by substitution in equation (3) that this point
also lies on the p-cubic. Since

BC-F-=Aa, CA-G2 = £\b, AB-IP = Ac,

we see that the Nagel point is the isotomic conjugate of i. The
Nagel point is just one of four, like the in-centres. We have three
other concurrent triads, viz. (AL, BMZ, CiV2) concurrent in a point
n, whose coordinates are given by

(F+ JTC)x = {G- JC~A)y = {H- JJB)z,

and which is the isotomic conjugate of tM and (AL3, BM, CiV )̂,
(AL2, BUU CN) concurrent respectively in n̂  and n3 the isotomic
conjugates of i2 and i3.

The points on the P-cubic which correspond to n, n,, w2, n3 on
the jo-cubic can be found from equations (1): viz., for n

y and z being written down by cyclic permutation of the letters,
and similar coordinates for nu n2, n3 obtained by changing suc-
cessively the sign of JA, JB, and JC.

If we write these coordinates in the form

a:= -2AF+ JA(F JA + G JB + H JC + JJBC),

we see that these points are the opposites of / , Iv /2, 73. This is a
particular example of a general theorem, viz.: If P, P are a pair
of opposites on the P-cubic, their correspondents on the pcubic are a
pair of isotomic conjugates. (See § 19.)

§ 14. In ordinary geometry this theorem is fairly obvious. Let
p and p be isotomic conjugates on the /)-cubic, so that jiX' = Xy,
etc., and P, P1 the corresponding points on the P-cubic. Let S
be the mid-point of PP'. Then, if perpendiculars SL, SM, SN are
drawn upon the sides of the triangle, X'L-= LX, therefore /3L = Ly,
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etc., and L, M, N are the mid-points of the sides. Hence the
segment PP is always bisected at the circumcentre of the triangle,
i.e. / ' and P are opposite points.

Further, still in euclidean geometry, if P, P are any pair of
points, not necessarily on the P-cubic, such that, if X, X', etc.,
are the feet of the perpendiculars on the sides of the triangle,
fiX1 = Xy, etc., then PP1 is always bisected at the fixed point, the
centre of the circumcircle.

In the non-euclidean case, it can be proved that the join of two
points P, P1, which are related in this way, does not pass through
the fixed point S unless the two points lie on the /"-cubic*

§ 15. Consider any line through one of the circumcentres C.
The feet of the perpendiculars D, E, F, from C on the sides of the
triangle, are the mid-points of the sides. Then if P ... is a series
of points on the line through C, we have the following homographic
ranges:

Hence we have the homographic pencils

a* (DX' ... ) A P* {EY1 ... ) A 7* {FZ' ... ).

Hence the points of intersection of corresponding rays, P' ..., lie
on a conic through a.*, /}*, y*. Since a.*, fi*, y* are not collinear,
this conic does not in general, as in euclidean geometry, split
up into two straight lines. Therefore P' ... are not in general
collinear. If P ... lie on CD, then P' ... also lie on CD, and in

* The coordinates of P', the opposite of P=(x, y, z), are found to be

the values of y' and z' being written down by cyclic permutation of all the
letters. If (p, q, r) is any point, the join of opposites will pass through this
fixed point if

y,
i.e. if {x, y, z) lies on a certain cubic. Similarly, the join of a pair of isogonal
or isotomio conjugates will pass through a fixed point only if the points lie
on a certain cubic.
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this case the conic breaks up into the two straight lines: CD
through n* and fi* y*. PP' in this case, of course, always passes
through C, but not through 5, since S does not lie on CD. There
is just one exceptional case in which PP' also passes throngh S,
viz., when P, P' coincide with C. The circumcentres C, Clt C2, C3

are self-opposite points, and the tangents at these points to the
/"-cubic all pass through 6'. The coordinates of the circumcentres
may be found from equations (1) by putting for x, y, z the values
of the coordinates of the centroids, since the centroids are the
points on the £>-cubic which correspond to the circumcentres on the
/"-cubic. The coordinates of C are thus found to be

x = A Ja + H Jb + G Jc,
y=H Ja + B Jb + FJc,

and those of C]; C2, C3 are found by changing the sign of Ja, Jb, Jc
respectively.

§ 16. Since 0, is the isotomic conjugate of 0, the /"-corre-
spondent of 01 is the opposite of 0, i.e. 0'. 0' lies also on the
p-cubic, and its /"-correspondent, which we shall denote by T, is
found from equations (1); viz. T is the point

y and z being written down by cyclic permutation of the letters.
0' T is the tangent to the p-cubic at 0'.

The isogonal conjugate of 0' is T, the tangential of 0'.

A B C

\Gff+AF' HF+BG' FG + CU/

We may write the coordinates of T

x=2A (HF+BG) (FG + CH) - AF(2 FGH- ABC + 2 AF*),

which proves that S, T, T are collinear; therefore T is the
opposite of T. In euclidean geometry T is the tangential of 0;
but this is not the case in non-euclidean geometry, for if it were
then S would be its own tangential, whereas it is the tangential T>f
the centroids. The jo-correspondent of T is the isotomic conjugate
of 0' (§ 13), and therefore its coordinates are 1 / a (GH + AF), etc.
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§ 17. Quadric Transformations.
If (x, y, z) and (as', y, z') are corresponding points on the

P- and the p- cubics, we have

0) y
z'

Hx-
Gx-

Ay
Az

m
n'
x'

y'

Gz
Fz

(2)

-Cx
-Cy

z
X

m'

Fy-
Hy-

Bz
Bx

If (a;, y, z) is any point, not on the P-cubic, these three equations
cannot be simultaneously satisfied, but suppose we take two of the
relations (2) and (3), then we have

IV I'm' nl W

These represent a quadric transformation from the P-plane to the
p-plane, such that to any straight line px' + qy' + rz = 0 in the
p-plane corresponds a conic pll' + ql'm' + ml = 0 in the P-plane.
The conies of this system, depending on only two parameters, all
pass through three fixed points, viz.

The conies therefore form a net, and the transformation is a (1, 1)
quadric point transformation.

Two other similar transformations are obtained by taking
(3), (1) and (1), (2). The conies of these systems pass through
a.*, 7*, B and <x*, /3*, C" respectively.

Similarly, we have a set of three quadric transformations by
expressing x, y, z in terms of x', y', z ; viz., from (2) and (3)
we get

-Bz'x + (Hz'- Fxj)y +Bx'z =0,
Cy'x - Cx'y + {Fx' -Gy')z = 0,

whence
x : y : z = (BC - F*) a? - GHy'z + HFz'x + FGx'y

: B (Gy'z + Fz'x' + Cx'y')
: C ( - Hy'z + Bz'x + Fx'y') (5).

The net of conies in this case passes through the three fixed points

, / 1 1 1 \
(0, 1, 0) = B, (0, 0, l) = y, and , — , — l^^i-

\ a h g)
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This gives us a set of three points of some importance lying on
the p cubic, viz.

l l I-) B-(l - ±)
a h g I \ h b j J

«-(T-7--i-)-
In ordinary geometry these points become confounded with the
external, centroids. a~4,, fiBv yC, pass through the point (f, g, h).

§ 18. Let a line in the P-plane cut the P-cubic in P, Q, R.
Then the line PQR it transformed by the transformation (5) into
a conic through Av /?*, y* and cutting the p-cubic in three other
points, ]>, q, r, the ^-correspondents of P, Q, R.

Keeping P fixed, and therefore p fixed, vary Q and R. Then
qr passes through a fixed point s. To find « take Q=OI, so that R
is the isogonal conjugate of P. Then q= 0u and r is the isotomic
conjugate of s. Hence P and s are so related that the isogonal
conjugate of P is the /"-correspondent of the isotomic conjugate
of s: s is called the cross-correspondent of P. Then we have the
theorem: If the join of two points Q, R on the P-cubic passes
through a fixed point P on the P-cubic, the join of the p-corre-
spondents of Q, R passes through a fixed point on the p-cubic, the
c.c. of P.

If Q =R so that PQ is a tangent to the /"-cubic, q = r and sq is
a tangent to the p-cubic at q. Hence if P,, Pit P& P, are the
points of contact of tangents from P to the /"-cubic, the corre-
sponding points pu p», p3, pt on the p-cubic are the points of contact
of tangents from the c.c. of P.

To every line through a point P on the /"-cubic, which cuts the
P-cubic in Q, R, correspond two lines through any given point v
on the p-cubic, joining v to the corresponding points q, r. But if
v is the c.c. of P the points q, r are collinear with s, and there is
only one line through s corresponding to the given line through P;
and vice versa. Hence there is a (1, 1) correspondence between
lines joining P to the points of the P-cubic and the lines joining
s to the corresponding points of the p-cubic. Hence these pencils
are homographic. In particular the cross-ratio of the pencil
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formed by the tangents from P to the P-cubic is equal to that of
the pencil formed by the tangents from s to the p-cubic, i.e. the
two cubics have the same cross-ratio.

§ 19. The c.c. of S is 0lt for the isogonal conjugate of S is 0, the
^-correspondent of 0 is 0, and the isotomic conjugate of 0 is (?,.

Hence if the join of two points on the P-cubic passes throngh S,
the join of their p-correspondents passes through Oj, i.e. the
p-correspondents of a pair of opposites on the P-cubic are a pair of
isolomic conjugates.

Since 0' is the opposite of 0, its ^-correspondent is 0v the
isotomic conjugate of 0.

The point 0' is its own cross-correspondent, and is the only
self-cross-corresponding point. Suppose the point P is its own
cross-correspondent. Let P' be the isogonal conjugate of P, and p'
the ^-correspondent of P'; then p is the isotomic conjugate of P.
Hence P0'OxPp are collinear. Now 0' is the P-correspondent of
(?„ therefore 0'0x is a tangent to the P-cubic at 0' and cuts the
jo-cubic in one other point, the isotomic conjugate of 0'. Hence
P, which lies on both cubics, must coincide with 0'.

Jj 20 Some further properties of the loci will be merely men-
tioned, as the proofs which Mr Taylor has given for the euclidean
case are projective, and can be applied to the non-euclideah case.

Every conic through a., /3, y, 0 cuts the,p-cubic in a pair of
isotomic conjugates, the P-cubic in two points which are isogonal
conjugates of a pair of opposites, and the two cubics in two pairs of
cross-correspondents.

The following are two general theorems for cubics:—
(1) U, V are two fixed points on a cubic, and a line through U

cuts the cubic in P and Q. If PV, QV cut the cubic in P', Q', then
P'Q' meets the cubic in a fixed point.

We have the following collinear triads, in rows and columns:
PQ U
V V F
P'Q'

where F is the tangential of V, and therefore a fixed point. Hence
P'Q' meets the cubic in the fixed point where it is met by the line
UF.
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(2) U is a fixed point on a cubic, and P, Q, R, S are a tetrad of
points on the cubic with common tangential F. If PU, QU, RU,
SU meet the cubic again in P', Q', R', S', these four points also have
a common tangential.

Let T be the tangential of U, and F' the tangential of P'.
Since P, U, P1 are collinear their tangentials F, T, F' are collinear;
but F, T are fixed, therefore F' is fixed and the same for the four
points P, Q, R, S.

From (1) and the theorem of § 18 we deduce that: If the join of
two points on the P-cubic meets the curve in a fixed point, the join of
their cross-correspondents meets the p-cubic in a fixed point.

Further, from (1), the joins of isogonal conjugates ofopposites on
the P-cubic pass through the fixed point T. For U= S and V= 0'.
F, the tangential of 0', is T (§ 16), and ST cuts the cubic in T, the
/"-correspondent of 0' on the p-cubic.

Also, the joins of opposites of isogonal conjugates on the P-cubic
pass through a fixed point. V = 0' and V=S. If <S" is the tan-
gential of S, the fixed point is the third point of the triad O'S'.
In euclidean geometry S' = S and the fixed point is 0.

From (2) it follows that if four points PQRS on the P-cubic
form a tetrad, so also do their p-correspondents, and if PQRS form a
tetrad on the p-cubic, so also do their isotomic conjugates.

From the theorem in § 18 : if four points on the P-cubic form a
tetrad so also do their p-correspondents, we deduce further that
their cross-correspondents also form a tetrad.

§21. In conclusion, let us glance at the reciprocal problems
connected with the one we have been considering.

In the reciprocal problem we start with a line L. Let L cut
the sides of the triangle a-fiy in X, Y, Z. Let a*X cut l$*y* in
X\ /3*T cut y*o* in T y*Z cut a*ft* in Z1 Then we have to
consider the envelope of the line L when X, Y, Z are collinear. In
this way we get two associated curves of the third class, the
envelope of L and the envelope of X' Y'Z, whose properties are the
exact reciprocals of the properties of the two associated cubics.
They are the absolute polar reciprocals of the two cubics. In
euclidean geometry the points X, Y, Z are always collinear since
they lie on the line at infinity.
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We may also interchange the two triangles a./3-y and a.*/?*y*.
Then we get two associated cubics again. Now, since the circum-
centres and the incentres of the triangle a/3y are respectively the
incentres and the circumcentres of the triangle a.*/3*-y*, and the
two triangles have the same orthocentre, the P-cubic for the
triangle a*fi*y* passes through a.*, /3*, y*, a., /3, y, 0, I, /„ /„, 73,
C, C,, C2, C3, and therefore coincides with the P-cubic for the
triangle <x./?y. The two points S and 0 exchange r61es. The
jo-cubic for the triangle a*/3*y*, however, differs from that for
the triangle a.fiy, since it passes through «.*, /8*, y*, but not
through OL, j8, y.
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